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Evaluate your own participation
in this course

AS Wolfe

Rachel

201880

F
Evaluate the learning
environment in this class.

Evaluate the instructor's interaction
with students.

Evaluate instructor's responses to
your work

Evaluate the overall quality of the
course

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the instructor

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

10/10 would recommend

Rachel is great

Theatre is amazing

Great professor

She’s amazing

Classes require students to
participate during class time and
are given a participation grade
for each class.

I have never participated in an
acting class before, but this
perfessor made material
interesting easy to understand.

The professor always offered office
hours and help if students needed
it.

The professor provided a
moderately challenging grading
system.

Can’t wait to worth with her in
Arcadia
The quality of the course was
good.

I do participate a decent amount

In a theatre

Welcoming teacher

I enjoyed in participating

Instructor increased my
understanding of the subject

Good

Good

8/10

9/10

I enjoyed participating in opening
exercises and participating in
learning activities.

Casual, yet fascinating, thought
provoking, and artistically
challenging

She was very good and effective in
keeping the class under control

She gave excellent feedback each
week that helped me improve on
every assignment.

Superb

100%

I participated a fair amount given
the opportunity

Yes

Respectful and stern. Keeps the
class moving forward and nips
distractions in the butt quickly

I was evaluated fairly and
conscientiously.

Solid 8/10 class

She is very effective and
enforces topics strongly

I participated a lot

It was lit

We bonded well

Really benefited from her
comments

Fun when I actually show up

She made the class fun and it
would definitely be worse with a
different instructor

I participated because we got
graded on it.

Yes very thought provoking!!
Challenged us in just the right
amount

She was very clear and
communicated very well! She was
very respectful of questions and
comments

Responded in timely manner with
great feedback to help us!!

Great quality!

Learned a lot about theatre in
the class! Would recommend to
anyone unsure about threatre
it’s a great intro to it!!
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Other

P3 Extra

The perfessor was an effective
instructor.

Good course
No

The final is kinda obnoxious,
having to memorize a 10 minute
play is a lot for a 100 level class.
Other than that it’s great

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

P3 Extra

I participated the best I could
every day

The instructor had a great
classroom enviornment and it was
an adventure everyday

She was always nice, respectful
and understanding she was great

She got back to us all the time it
was nice

The quality of the course was
great it was a class you learn by
participating which was new and
fun

She was awesome to be short
and sweet

She was always nice, treated us
with respect like no other teacher to
be honest, we were treated as
adults, as equal other than other
professors who show their authority
day in and day out. I think that’s the
real reason for liking this course,
the instructor was awesome and it
makes us want to learn and listen
to them

i was always trying to participate
and answer questions as well as
help my class mates

it was always layed back and
relaxing

she was always fun to be around
but when she had to be sturn she
was not afraid to. which i enjoy

she was always trying to give
feedback as quickly as she could
which i enjoyed greatly.

the course was fun and i did
learn parts of acting that i never
knew before this class

i enjoyed her, she was fun and
made learning enjoyable

none

This course definitely got me to
step out of my comfort zone and
discover new acting techniques.
For example, my high school
drama teacher always told us
how we needed to breathe with
our diaphragm, but he never
explained how to, and I was so
excited when she taught us how
to do it.

I was definitely challenged by the
material, more so artistically
because there were times where
we had to come up with scene
ideas and improvise and it was
hard. My understanding of the
subject has definitely increased.

The instructor clearly
communicated what she expected
from students and she respected
each student and treated them
fairly. She was also friendly and
understood the needs of students
when they were having a problem.

She gave constructive criticism on
each assignment and set high
standards for the work her
students turned in.

I thoroughly enjoyed
participating in this class.

I learned a lot from her and
would definitely take another
course with her.
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Evaluate your own participation
in this course

P3Q1
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A
Evaluate the learning
environment in this class.

P3Q2

Evaluate the instructor's interaction
with students.

P3Q3

Evaluate instructor's responses to
your work

P3Q4

Evaluate the overall quality of the
course

P3Q5

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the instructor

P3Q6

Other

P3 Extra

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

P3 Extra

Contributed to every class
discussion

Instructor challenged everyone
intellectually, while making sure
that every student had a firm
understanding of the subject matter

Instructor was both clear and
effective in communicating with
students, holding frequent office
hours and answering questions
both in class and during office hours

Instructor gave clear and helpful
feedback on every assignment,
explaining where there was room
for improvement and which parts
of the assignment were well put
together

10/10

10/10, instructor is clearly very
well informed

No

I participated a lot. The group
discussion were very
enlightening. I often looked
forward to going class just for
those discussions.

The environment was fantastic.
The students were intellectually
challenged but we were still able to
have fun. We learned so much
about the theatre world and we
learned how to analyze plays and
other works deeply.

The instructor was awesome. She
answered questions completely
and clearly. She also did her best
to make the subject easier to follow
and understand.

Rachel gave very constructive
advice when returning any
projects. She made sure to
comment on every project/paper
that was handed in and she gave
critical advice in order to make the
paper better

The course was fun. Although I
would defiantly consider this
course to be writing intensive.

This course was very interesting
and I learned a lot about litature
in the theatre.

She was amazing and
understanding when a student had
issues that caused conflict. She
went out of her way to make sure
the students excelled.

I participated everytime I was in
class. Professor Wolfe
encouaged students to sit in a
cirlce and discuss readings that
were assigned. This was a
practice to better understand the
readings, the students, the
teacher herself, and all opinions
of the students and teacher. I
gained personal realtionships
with my peers and teacher which
I believe to be valuable and
made us a stronger class.

I loved the environment of the
classroom, however I do beleive
that because Professor Wolfe likes
discussion circles, I believe she
needs a room that has a circle
table rather than the classic desks.
The material of the class was
interesting and continued to keep
my interest all semester long. It
was challenging in ways to
understand how to write papers
properly, but she was always happy
to help me and gave me the best
feedback on my work. Even if all of
the work was wrong she always
taught me how to improve.

Professor Wolfe was one to make
us talk and communicate amougst
eachother. In order to do that, she
communicated effectivly to us,
which made us wanting to engage.
We learned better this way.
Questions, comments, and
concerns were always discussed
before and during the class,
because she would go over "house
keeping" of the class. See where
people needed help or just had a
few questions. Everyone respected
eachother, were are basically a
strong working enviroment with a
good leader running the room.

Professor Wolfe did have some
assigments tha there challenging,
but I always had the help from her
and she was eager to help me as
well. I can't tell you how many
times we have spent in her office
just going back and forth with
eachother about propr methods
and the best ways to tackle papers
and organzie thoughts correctly.
Standards were high and
achievable. She gave clear
instructions on how to get 100%
grades and always gave the best
feedback on work. Compared to
my other teachers I had this
semester, Professor Wolfe gave
the best feedback all semester
long.

The quality of this course
studiest all parts of being a
college student, practice reading
skills, writting skills, and
communication skills. Learning
how to communicate effectivly is
something we struggle with
today on a daily basis. This was
a literature class, but I gained
more than learning about theater
and the meaning of plays. Its the
study of how people learned
throughout time. I believe that
everyone, or any major should
join this class.

Professor Wolfe has 100%
effectivness on the class. She is
an absoulte delight and I am
thankful I got to have her as a
teacher this semester. She is
engaging, interesting,
intellectual, and hilarious.
Anyone would be lucky to have
her as a teacher, friend, co
worker. I geniuley think she's an
amazing person.

I put "strongly agree" on everything
up top because I believe Professor
Wolfe deserves it. She was
amazing to have and Utical College
is lucky to have a teacher like her
here. Her classes are definetly
worth taking, for anyone in a
communication, theater, or english
feild. I wish her the very best and
all the happiness in the world.
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P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

I think I participated when
needed, like in reading response
days, especially when I enjoyed
a play we had read for that day.
It was hard to participate if you
didn't like the show or didn't
understand it. I was enthusiastic
when reading guidelines for
specific handouts, and I believe
everyone enjoyed it.

The classes were extremely
thought provoking and opened my
eyes to a lot of things. I enjoyed
this class immensely because I got
to read more plays and understand
what they were about and how
each one was for a genre and I
didn't know we had specific genres
for plays.

Always emailed back at a timely
manner, and was always willing to
meet you outside of class to talk
about assignments which helped
immensely.

She is very detailed when giving
back specific and more important
documents, and it helped me
understand what I did wrong, what
to do better on, and what I did
good at, which was nice.

1-10, an 11

Absolutely went above and
beyond to make sure we learned
all about the meaningful
subjects for theatre literature.
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Evaluate your own participation
in this course

P3Q1

P3 Extra

G
Evaluate the learning
environment in this class.

Evaluate the instructor's interaction
with students.

Evaluate instructor's responses to
your work

Evaluate the overall quality of the
course

P3Q6

Other

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

The instructor taught me a lot of
valuable tools to improve my acting
as well as taught about theater
terminology and how performances
are run.

The instructor actively encouraged
questions and gave useful
feedback w

The instructor provided very good
feedback on assignments which
helped me to improve my grades
on future assignments

Decent

Great

Great

Great

Great

Great

Active.

Casual and free-form.

Good.

Respectively constructive.

Fun and engaging.

Very good.

No.

I participated every day in this
class.

The learning environment was fun.
At first it was a little scary though.

She interacts with students very
well. She is friendly.

She responds good.

The course load is kind of a lot
for a required class like this. I
was not expecting this to be a
very serious acting class where
you need to do parts of plays.

She is a very good instructor.

NO

I participated in every class.

It was a good learning environment. She interacted with every student
and answered the questions we
had.

She responded in a timely manner.

I really liked this course.

She was very effective.
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P3Q5

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the instructor

P3 Extra

The instructor was extremely
effective at teaching and greatly
improved my knowledge of
acting and theater

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

I really enjoyed this class and
think I did really well

She always kept the class
enviorment positive

She is very understanding and
really takes the time to help us and
encourage us to do better

Everything is graded very timely
and gives great feedback!

AMAZING

She inspired me to try
auditioning in the play next
semester

Evaluate the instructor's interaction
with students.

Evaluate instructor's responses to
your work
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Evaluate your own participation
in this course

P3Q1

P3 Extra

C
Evaluate the learning
environment in this class.

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

Evaluate the overall quality of the
course

P3Q5

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the instructor

P3Q6

Other

P3 Extra
She was amazing teacher! so
happy to have been one of her
students

A++++++++++++ amazing class

A+++++++++++ rachel is a
fabulous professor and person

Very interactive with the students.
Is willing to have in class
discussions on the material and
assignments.

I enjoyed this course a lot it was
a breath of fresh air compared to
my other courses.

Dr Wolfe is very informative and
receiving as an instructor. She
distributes knowledge very well
and is easy to learn from.

good

amazing

amazing

She was amazing

10/10 would recommend

Theatre is amazing

Doc did good

Inviting. Would challenge us
intellectually and artistically due to
the subject matter

Friendly but effective

Helpful. Always giving tips on how
to improve

AMAZING.

I was able to learn so much more

Artistically challenges completely

Clearly and effectively

Yes very helpful

Great quality

Tremendous

I feel that I was pushed to achieve
a better understanding of what
dramaturgy is and why it is
valuable to a production

I believe Dr Wolfe handled
questions well in situations where
many professors would have been
condescending towards the student
she was very accepting

good

fun and pushes me to think more
about theater

effectively

Great

Great

A little speratic but devoted.

Fantastic
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I was not interested in the class but
it does not have anything to do with
the instructor. She is a good
professor, nice and lenient.

Dr Wolfe reminds me of Marijean
Levering. Smart, witty, and
accepting of all her students and I
very much enjoyed learning from
her.

Rachel is great

Great personality from the teacher
and from the students

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

I participate very often in this
class, often than usual in my
other classes.

I was intellectually challenged with
the assignments given.

The instructor did communicate
effectively and clearly.

Very helpful.

Good quality.

Very effective.

I personally believe she made
this course fun and it made it
easy to participate in class.

the learning environment was
super fun. I don't dread coming to
this class.

She would always try to incorporate
everyone and make everyone
express their own opinions.

the instructor was always honest
and helpful when grading my work.

overall, this course was one of
my favorites.

the teacher was super effective

In class, I answered questions
and participated as appropriate. I
was always encouraged to
participate by my professor.

The class had chill vibes. I enjoyed
being in class

The professor made lectures
interesting and engaging.

The professor always let us know
what was expected and what we
could improve.

a great course

A great influence and inspiration

There were days where I came
to class a minute or two late, but
as soon as I walked through the
door I enjoyed this class. I
thought I had participated well
every class time.

Walking into this class, I didn’t
know much about dramaturgy. This
professor taught this class so well
that I believe I could be thrown into
a dramaturgy job and do it with
flying colors.

She was always so nice and sweet
This professor gave back great
to everyone. I don’t think she ever
feedback on every assignment. It
had a problem with anyone in class. helped so much honestly.

A+++++++++++

A+++++++++++++++

This course was very easy to
participate in. Just come to class
and do the work.

The class was very fun and it
changllenged both the imagination
and the intellect.

The professor explained everything
clearly.

The instructor always gave
constructive criticism on work that
needed to be revised

The course was work intensive
but still very fun and I learned a
lot from it

The instructor explained
everything very well

Evaluate the instructor's interaction
with students.

Evaluate instructor's responses to
your work

Evaluate the overall quality of the
course
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Evaluate your own participation
in this course

n/a

A
Evaluate the learning
environment in this class.

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the instructor

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

I contributed to class discussions
with my own thoughts and
understanding. I inquired about
items lectured about that I did
not know about.

The learning environment allowed
for all students to think outside of
their normal academic box and to
look at things with a critical eye.
The understanding of the subject
has increased and it has provided
me with knowledge that will allow
for further development.

All questions and comments were
welcomed, respected and given a
clear answer that would serve the
individual as well as the rest of the
class.

All feedback has been extremely
useful and beneficial to my
progress throughout the course.

I think the course content is one
of value to the college.

I think that this instructor has a
passion and professionalism
that compliment each other
beautifully.
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P3 Extra

Other

P3 Extra

